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MARKETING IN THE STREETS 
 

PEOPLE ARE IN SUCH A HURRY TO LAUNCH THEIR PRODUCT OR BUSINESS THAT 

THEY DON'T CREATE A SYSTEMATIC MARKETING PLAN. 

DAVE RAMSEY 

 

Marketing is something that will make a poor site successful or a great site seem like a cemetery. 

Most folks don’t really understand marketing. Often it is thought of as the department to blame 

for low sales or to celebrate for a clever commercial. In reality it is EVERYONES job from the 

frontline cashier to the accountant that never sees a live guest to the CEO. Every action taken 

that impacts a guest is marketing. 

In the world of the small food business operator marketing is simply the invitation to “please eat 

my food.” The invitation is extended via branded umbrellas, A-frame signs, feather flags, flyers, 

menus, business cards and having the highest standards. Drill that last part into your daily routine 

and have impeccable service, highest profitable quality, shining sanitation and everything your 

guests can see is perfectly organized. Each of these elements reaffirms your guest’s decision to 

choose you as their next meal. Once you understand marketing is a 24/7 job and you are actively 

marketing every waking moment your business will flourish.  

The goal here is to create a Marketing Manual for your business. Use the ideas and prompts to 

get you started creating your own marketing materials. The act of creating a manual makes you 

organize your plans and examine the logistics of your overall marketing program.  
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Social Media is a Must! 

Facebook and Twitter at the very least. 

Both draw different types of followers. 

Instagram is gaining ground as the go to 

media for certain demographics. Always be 

looking for the next big thing in social 

media like Snapchat or Tic Tok which have 

the potential for reaching your guests in 

different ways or reaching a different 

demographic.  

Before you say “likes” or “followers” don’t 

mean sales, think about how the double 

secret algorithms work for Facebook and other social media. A video that goes viral on Tic Tok 

and gets 100,000 views and translates into gaining 10,000 followers may not add a penny in sales 

BUT what it does do is position your social media account ABOVE your competition when 

someone searches “food trucks near me” all the activity (likes, views and comments) on your 

accounts leads the search engines to believe your food truck is more popular and therefore 

BETTER than the others in the same geographical area. Having a large following creates an 

upward spiral that creates more followers and as more followers engage your posts new people 

are exposed to your posts. Many of which do live and work near you. All it takes is one corporate 

manager in some far-off city to recommend your business to a local outlet manager for a 

customer appreciation day. Now you have a $5,000 gig off the back of a silly video. 

Understanding followers do not directly relate to sales is important but ignoring the impact of 

social media is financial suicide.  

Taking photos of your food, your set up and your specials is an easy daily post. Remember 

social media is a conversation between you and your guests, if they talk to you via comments 

or reviews you MUST respond otherwise it is like hanging up on a guest with hundreds or 

thousands of folks watching. At the very least “like” comments made about your food and 

photos. 

Use Facebook Business to create ads that are posted on timelines 

(https://www.facebook.com/business). You pay for only the amount of exposure you can 

afford. Facebook often sets up demo ads with special pricing and limited reach on business 

pages. The ad is usually based on photos, posts, and links you have put on your wall. The target 

reach is 100 to 150 people in your physical area or can be people with similar interests for around 

$5.00. The ad appears on the targeted persons timeline and hopefully they click to find out about 

the great food you serve and where you are located. Of course, you can make your own ad and 

https://www.moorebetterperformance.com/
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not use the demo for the same price. Increasing the cost increases the reach. Just remember not 

all folks reached will become guests. 

Cross-promote your location especially if you move around from day to day or week to week. 

Post something like “Today from 11-2 our great dogs are at the corner of 5th and Vine, Saturday 

we will be at Tom’s Hardware on Main.” Attach a picture of your set up on 5th and Vine or a 

picture of your best-looking hot dog. Then on Saturday post more pictures with that location and 

a tagline for the next location. 

Encourage guests to post photos of themselves enjoying your food. Offer discounts based on 

the number of “shares”, “likes” or “retweets”.  

One promotion I use for new sites or seasonal grand openings is to offer a weekly free hot dog 

when they share my pre-opening Facebook post, that share gets a certain number of likes AND 

they purchase a combo meal on opening day they get a card dated each week for the coming year. 

I sign the card to prevent copying. The post looks something like this: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To make this effective and profitable simply post the rules on your Facebook page that include:  

• Only 1 Free hot dog redeemed per week. 

• No other purchase required. 

• Past missed weeks are lost (no saving up punches) 

https://www.moorebetterperformance.com/
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• Ending date of XX/XX/XXXX (one year from opening) 

• Lost cards are not replaced. 

• Limited to first 30 (or whatever number you feel comfortable) people showing correct 

“like” count. 

In practice, this program sees 90% redemption first week dropping to 50 % the third week. By 

the end of the second month only 15% are being redeemed consistently. By the six-month mark 

only 1 or 2 a week are redeemed. I see well over half order chips and a drink to compliment the 

free hot dog.  

If you are a great suggestive salesperson, getting 50% to buy something additional like chips, 

drinks and desserts means the original opening budget for this event is completely paid and on 

the profit side. The exposure is something you just can’t put a price tag on.  

If you have a decent following of your own on social media, make sure you promote your 

business there with links and don’t be afraid to ask for your friends and family to do the same.  

The card would look something like this: 

 

 

Facebook Live videos are given preference in rankings on Facebook. They will show up higher 

in a person’s feed than a picture post or a word only post. Utilize this and post a commercial 

every day you set up. Again, be funny, witty, and charming. Show off your food, location and 

invite folks down to see you. Maybe even offer a discount for sharing your video. 

YouTube. You could even start a channel with live feeds showing your daily operation, the lines, 

the food and even your banter with guests. Show a special of the week, in a video, as you 

demonstrate how you cook and dress the dog on your cart. Offer a discount to someone that 

shows they subscribed to you. As you are getting ready to open take your phone and shoot a 

short video showing you in front of your cart saying, “Hey I am open in front of Bob’s Hardware 

on Central Parkway today and I have a chili dog with your name on it!!”  Post the video on 

https://www.moorebetterperformance.com/
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YouTube/Facebook/Twitter/Instagram/Tic Tok and your subscribers/followers get 

notifications saying you posted a video. That alone is worth it, reminding your guests you exist 

whether they watch the video or not. Of course, you could possibly monetize the videos. 

Be mindful of what you are doing and how you are set up and organized. There are many 

trolls that love putting down other people so a thick skin is required when you post videos. Also 

consider if posting live videos that you have someone available to answer comments and 

questions otherwise you look like you are ignoring your fans.   

Instagram is a media right now for food vendors. Pictures do the selling for you. You can 

leverage Instagram and other social media by understanding and then using the “influencers” of 

your location or city. On Instagram search your city or address if you live in a large city. The 

search will return the 9 most popular posts for that area as well as the most recent posts.  

Select a mix of recent (because they are active and nearby) and popular posts (they have an 

audience) and message each one individually. Sincerely compliment their profile, posts or pictures 

and offer them a free signature hot dog (today only) and list your business hours.   

Set a daily goal of 30 minutes reaching out to influencers. In practice you will see 1 to possibly 7 

people out of every ten collect on the free hot dog. Many of those will purchase at least a drink. 

Dazzle them with your service and make certain the food you serve to them is outstanding in 

presentation as it will likely be a photograph on their page.  

In the course of a week you contact 100 people you will get 10 to 30 new guests and of that 

group at least 1 to 7 will post a photo giving your cart more exposure. Long term you are looking 

to connect with that local celebrity, politician or sports figure that will open many more avenues 

of revenue for you. Network with significant others or partners of these folks as often they create 

the link to the community and are looking to create relatable human-interest experiences for their 

spouse or partner.  

Remember image is everything. If there are no guests to serve you should be near the road 

waving, pointing to advertising and just trying to get attention. Ray Kroc, McDonalds founder, is 

famous for saying “If you got time to lean, you got time to clean!” I have used that a time or two 

in my restaurant career.  

As a business owner “If you got time to sit, your business ain’t fit!” If you are onsite and sitting 

down in between orders you are missing opportunities to engage future guests or draw attention 

to your business. If you are open 3 hours, you should be busy 3 hours. Serving guests, cleaning, 

prepping, marketing, answering social media do something to move your business forward. 

Mentally if you are already thinking “my back, my legs, my …” my friend, this business in not for 

you. If you need to sit-down all the time, remember, call centers are always hiring! 

https://www.moorebetterperformance.com/
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Social media prompts 

Here is a list of 50+ social media prompts and reminders to get you started and keep your social 

media alive and well. 

Business focused posts: 

1. Answer an FAQ (Frequently Asked Question) After you are in business for a while you 

will notice the same questions asked over and over again. Sometimes those questions will 

be mixed in with a non-related comment. Certain repeated questions like “where are you 

today?” or “do you have an online menu?” indicate you may not be doing the best job of 

getting important information in front of your guests.  

2. Ask me anything (AMA) This is a conversation starter so prepare to answer questions 

throughout the day. (Unless you have a large following and doing a live video with 

commenting turned on) I suggest this type of post be reserved for times or days when you 

are not serving. 

3. Before and after photo. People love seeing progress. Show off your progress.  

4. Behind the scenes (prep, shopping, washing the trailer, etc.) Either as a video or a 

photo show off what you do to take care of your guests. Some folks don’t have a clue how 

much time and labor is spent not cooking or making sales.  

5. Causes you support with your business. Links to their pages, sharing their posts and 

commentary on why this cause is important to you.  

6. Celebrate a milestone. New hired employees, first day of the new season, last day of the 

season, business anniversary (one month, one years, five years), staff employment 

anniversaries, new location & anything noteworthy.  

7. Competitive advantage. Price, taste, location, delivery, pick-up, catering, online ordering, 

unique menu item. Anything that sets you apart remind people about it, often.  

8. Demonstration of a recipe or product assembly. People like inside information - show 

how you make a popular item. Share a recipe you are considering adding to your menu. Do 

a basic how to chop onions, how to use a knife guard, how to cook a burger.  

9. Favorite guest menu item. Show off your number one selling item. Pair it with a great 

side and drink in your photo. Watermark the photo with your logo and encourage sharing.  

10. Favorite kitchen tool. Take the photo from an odd angle and explain why you like that 

tool. It doesn’t have to be one you use in your business; it could just be one you like to use 

at home.  

11. Feature your team. New hires as well as tenured employees deserve recognition. After all 

you could not do it without them otherwise you would.  

12. Free recipe download. It doesn’t have to be on your menu. It could be something you 

are considering or something you love and want to share with your guests.  

https://www.moorebetterperformance.com/
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13. Guest photo. Guests that fulfill your loyalty program (full card punches, points collected, 

etc.) grab a selfie with them. Tag them and ask they post and share as well. Random guest 

photos during slow times makes the guest feel special and more likely to share and 

comment about your business increasing your social media reach.  

14. How-to video. Any subject. Changing a tire on a trailer, shopping at Restaurant Depot, oil 

change on your generator, marine battery maintenance, putting away your food order, etc. 

Basically, if you do it, video it. Even a quick cut montage video of mundane activities is 

interesting if edited properly and appropriate music mixed in.  

15. Industry article. Share interesting food related news. Like the mess Popeyes created with 

their chicken sandwich stock short fall.  

16. Industry fact. Our industry is very clouded with misinformation. Not all vendors are legal, 

(the horror!) or fully report all sales. Giving a clear fact about food vendors helps dispel 

misguided opinions. One fact we should all be proud of is: Legal vendors (ones that are 

inspected) have higher average health inspection scores than brick and mortar restaurants. 

Brag when you can! 

17. Infographic. Post food related infographics, especially if they relate to your menu. People 

love random facts included in infographics. 

18. Interview a guest either as a video or a written Q&A post. Make the interview short, fun, 

and relatable. People like attention, give it to them.  

19. Loyalty card/app user flash sale. A random short time only sale just for loyalty 

card/app users. Post these regularly enough to keep your loyalty program front of mind.  

20. Money-saving tip pertaining to your menu. For example, ordering a hamburger as a 

combo saves $1.00 from ordering the burger, fries, and drink separately. If you have a 

“secret” or “loyalty program only” menu let people know occasionally.  

21. New product, location, or event this should go without saying but let people know your 

schedule in advance and remind them the day of. 

22. Origin story of your business. People like knowing details about you and how you got 

started and why. Post this every year at least or when you hit certain follower milestones.  

23. Promote a sale another one that should go without saying. Along with a sale promote 

your guest loyalty regularly too. 

24. Reintroduce yourself. Remind people about your business especially if you are seasonal.  

25. Reward/contest winner. People love to win stuff. Especially food. Post winners’ names 

and share photos of them enjoying your food. Remember to get photos of office party 

winners (remember the fishbowl drawing?) and names of the staff to increase your reach. 

Take video of you prepping and packing the food for the office party. Now you have 

another interesting video to post! 

26. Sneak peek. Starting a new location or menu item? Leave teaser and sneak peek posts to 

engage your guests and create conversations.  

https://www.moorebetterperformance.com/
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27. Thank your followers. An occasional shoutout to a random follower goes a long way 

towards creating a raving fan.  

 

Inspirational Posts: 

28. Helpful routines. How you manage home, social, spiritual, self and business life.   

29. How you overcome an obstacle. Someone out there needs to hear your story so they 

can handle what they are facing.  

30. Inspirational quote. My fave: “You can have everything in life you want…If you will just 

help enough other people get what they want.” 

31. Inspiring person. Share and article, tell a story, inspire someone.  

32. Motivating mantra. What you tell yourself to get thru the day or over and obstacle. 

33. Share a win. Business win, kids win, parent win, family win, friend win, guest win.  

34. Show gratitude. Thank those who inspire you, got you started, mentor you or just keep 

you sane.  

35. Spread joy. Celebrate what gives you joy and share it with others.  

Fun/Humor 

36. Caption request. Find a cute meme and ask for captions. Suggest one or two to get folks 

started.  

37. Changeable letter sign. There are several websites where you can make your changeable 

letter sign and download the photo for your social media posts. Or just search the meme 

sites you’ll find several.  

38. Fill in the blank. Post word or phrase with a missing word replaced with a blank.  

39. Worst selfie. Post your worst selfie and challenge others to do the same. Offer a free item 

for the selfie with the most “likes” or “puke” emojis.  

Show your human side. 

40. Favorite book with an Amazon link.  

41. Favorite guilty pleasure with a photo of you doing it. 

42. Favorite online course that helped you personally or professionally. 

43. Favorite podcast for entertainment or education. 

44. Favorite YouTube channel  

45. Promote other social profiles that benefit, entertain, or educate.  

46. Kids photo and share their achievements.  

47. Life Balance tip 

48. Time-saving tip 

https://www.moorebetterperformance.com/
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49. Invite friends and family to your business page. 

Generic Prompts 

50. #MotivationMonday 

51. #ThankfulTuesday 

52. #WednesdayWisdom 

53. #TBT (Throwback Thursday) 

54. #FridayNight 

55. #SaturdayMorning 

56. #SundayFunday 

57. @Mention an influencer (a local one) 

58. @Mention a follower  

 

PEOPLE DON’T BUY GOODS AND SERVICES, THEY BUY RELATIONS, STORIES 

AND MAGIC. 

SETH GODIN 

Whew! That’s a lot of info for just one aspect of being a street vendor. When you pair this 

section with all the other information in the “Marketing in the Streets” lesson your business will 

have a very solid marketing foundation. Pay attention to your overall marketing strategy. Social 

media is but one aspect. You will still need to hit the road and visit businesses, design 

flyers, get involved with community events (even ones where you don’t serve food) and of 

course have outstanding QSC2. 

 

Passively Marketing Your Business 

Much of our marketing is passive, meaning little effort (like social media) or one and done efforts 

like signs. These are just as important as other activities but often are not maintained once put in 

place. Think about faded signs or tatter flags you may have seen. Those leave negative 

impressions about your business and help justify a bad experience a guest may have. A poorly 

made sandwich gets magnified when a guest notices the mis-spelt words or faded paint. Those 

things add up to “I’ll never come back here!”  

https://www.moorebetterperformance.com/
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Signage. On location, you will need at least one sign. It can be as 

simple as a neatly lettered cardboard sign hanging off your cart 

umbrella saying something like “2 hot dogs, chips and a drink only 

$7.00”. This establishes what you sell and how much it costs. A 

hungry passerby now knows enough to decide to eat with you 

without approaching and be embarrassed their wallet is too thin.  

Trucks and trailers should invest in an A-frame sign that can 

feature specials or the full menu. Set the sign several feet away 

from the ordering window to increase your footprint and allow 

folks to see what you offer.  

Feather signs, lighted arrows, windsock, yard signs and umbrellas 

with logos all help define what you are selling and draws attention 

to you. Set these around as your city allows.  

Make sure you ask before spending money. Some towns and cities have extremely strict laws on 

signage. One town I work will not allow yard signs. The police will pull them up and toss them in 

the trash. If they remove a second sign you are fined. So, it is better to know the laws ahead of 

time.  

Human sign spinners get attention and will drive sales. Anything to draw attention to your 

location and products. Swooper flags, feather flags, yard signs, Burma-shave style signs all work if 

positioned correctly and not overdone. 

Flash = Cash. I hate that saying. However, it is 100% true. A well-lit trailer with a colorful wrap 

commands attention. Instinctually humans are drawn towards things that make us feel good.  

What makes a great food truck or trailer design? Your business name, logo, social media pages, 

website, and potentially the menu should all be included on the exterior. 

This should go without saying but if you want to have your menu directly on the side of your 

truck, make sure it is on the side of the truck where your service window is located. Also 

understand you are locked to pricing if you make your menu part of the wrap.  

The vehicle’s physical characteristics play a role in exterior design. The shape and curve of the 

truck, windows, wheels, and other details all need to be considered when coming up with a 

design. What looks good on paper may not look good on your vehicle because of hinges, 

framing, wheel wells, fenders, diamond plate, etc.  

Think about the service window is open or closed so the wrap will attract interest at all times. Use 

the maximum amount of space to your advertising advantage. 

https://www.moorebetterperformance.com/
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If you work in a city with tall buildings (anything over 3 stories), consider a roof design to get 

attention as folks peer out the windows. Write your name in reverse on your truck hood so that it 

reads correctly in rearview mirrors and makes an impression while you are on the go. 

The more text on the outside of your food truck, the harder it will be for people to read quickly. 

It is important to limit words and format a design that promotes readability. Choose a 

legible font in a size that isn’t overwhelming but can be seen from a distance and while moving. 

If you are having trouble determining how to get your message across using images, consider a 

simple tagline that is easy to remember or a brand specific hashtag that can get shared on social 

media.  

Bright colors do the job well, but so do other bold color choices, like all black. (caution: it does 

get extremely hot in summer) Certain colors bring out certain feelings in viewers, and you can use 

this to your advantage. 

Choose colors that go with your food or brand. Fast food restaurants have done all the research 

on colors. Don’t reinvent the wheel, follow their lead. According to the marketing industry, red is 

said to make people hungry. If you serve vegetarian food, green will more accurately reflect what 

you sell and attract the ideal demographic. 

Too much color, just like too much text or images, can be overwhelming to viewers. Stick to five 

colors or less. 

Using contrasting colors or adding in white space can make certain parts of the design stand 

out and lead eyes to your menu or message. Be careful not to leave too much white space 

otherwise you may be confused with a generic delivery truck or a kidnapper! 

Food photos are often the anchor of a 

food truck’s exterior. However, 

photographs of food are standard on food 

trucks, all they do is tell people what is being 

offered. Your guests will not have connected 

your name to your food. Spend time 

designing a visual connection of your food 

with your brand name.  

A great design will entice your guests to take 

photos of your truck. If your social media 

information is right there on the truck’s 

exterior, they can share these photos with their friends in real time and tag you in the post, 

helping to expand your truck’s social media reach. 

https://www.moorebetterperformance.com/
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Reward Your Guests.  

Punch cards where your guests get a free something after purchasing a certain number of that 

same something work quite well. Generally, they are the first thing restaurant managers default to 

when trying to invigorate sales. I recommend these as a part of your business card, as you can see 

in the mockup photo.  The stars represent the purchases while not appearing salesy. The 

“Collect’em All” line provides a conversation starter when you hand these out as a business card 

rather than a loyalty card. The goal is to get these into as many hands as possible. 

Use some type of unique stamp or oddly shaped punch to prevent folks from just punching it 

themselves and getting your free item without making all the legitimate required purchases.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Integrated loyalty programs. There are numerous apps that will track points or purchases using 

your POS system. Inputting new guest information when you have a line of hungry guests can be 

problematic, so be prepared to handle this slow down as gingerly as possible. While these are 

subscription based and could be expensive, they are well worth consideration. Just work out the 

financial impact before signing up.  

Bounce back coupons. A bounce back coupon is a coupon you give guests eating with you 

today good only on future visits. Usually placed in their hands with change or as the bag is 

presented. Hence they are “bouncing back” because of the future offer.    

The offers are generally “buy one get one” (BOGO) or something free with some other full price 

purchase. Be as creative as necessary and test different offerings until you find the one your 

guests respond to and redeem often. BOGO seems expensive but often are used by your guests 

to introduce your food to their friends. 

https://www.moorebetterperformance.com/
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Fishbowl Drawing Another little promo trick is to place a fishbowl or similar container, seed it 

with a few other people’s business cards and place a sign on the side offering to feed the office 

(list some limit you are comfortable with) free if their card is drawn. You will gain insight in 

where your guests are coming from, how to better market to them and their work location.  

These activities depend on having guests already and encouraging more frequent visits. If your 

regular guest base is 200 people visiting once a week and you can increase their visits to twice a 

week that is a massive increase in sales. Even if the increase is an extra visit every other week your 

efforts are successful. However, guest habits change and folks drop off your “regular” list 

through no fault of your own. Part of your marketing must include introducing your business to 

new folks…  

 

Actively Seeking New Guests 

These activities are more of a boots on the ground, door knocking variety. This is also more 

difficult for people that are shy or lack self-confidence. It is easy to open a business where people 

come to you. Actually putting yourself on the spot can be extremely uncomfortable. The only 

way to overcome this is to practice your conversations with friends and family. Ask them for 

honest feed back and then practice some more. Role playing is a business practice we all hate, yet 

it really does help if both parties take the role playing seriously.  

Flyers. Printing and passing out flyers is a great way to meet businesses near your location. 

Passing out flyers works and works well if you offer something in return for employees and 

managers. The flyers can be business specific as the one below or more generic to save printing 

time.  

https://www.moorebetterperformance.com/
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• List all the businesses and offices you wish to visit. Have “Be my guest” coupons at the 

ready when you visit. An ethical bribes for a few minutes of their time. 

• Purchase some small treat or candy (even better if it is one of your products). Think in 

terms of donuts, prepacked cookies, or brownies, basically something the employees enjoy 

and feel like they must give your business a try. Stay away from hot foods as they cool 

quickly and then leave negative impressions.   

• Boot on the ground time! Ask to speak with a manager. Even if they decline posting your 

flyers give them a coupon to visit your business.  

• Decide on an offer for the managers and employees that will be on going. Something like 

“Show your ID badge and get $1.00 off”. This could be specific to each business or a 

blanket offer printed directly on the flyer.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Radio. Radio has always been my friend. In many markets you can offer your food in-trade for 

ads or mentions. You can offer to piggyback on live broad casts at car lots, store openings or 

anywhere your radio station is “on location”. I have gotten a dozen mentions in a live broadcast 

in exchange for a couple of combo meals for the DJ. Not only my name but how delicious the 

food was as the DJ was eating while broadcasting.  

Drop lunch by the office for the on-air personalities. Talk to a sales rep and be honest with what 

you want. Tell them straight up, your budget or lack thereof and see what can be worked out.  

Follow us on Facebook! 
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I once fell into a deal where a restaurant pulled out of advertising for a special event that only 

required a Super Bowl party be catered for free. It had to be at least $100.00 retail value for the 

party. My relationship with the radio station led to a month of commercials broadcast 10 to 12 

times daily whenever the “call-in to win” contest was mentioned. So, my cost was a whopping 

$35.00 in food cost and two hours of my time for 300 commercials.  

 

Combining Active and Passive Marketing 

These are activities that require more physical activity to get started but also by nature create a 

“reputation” for your business that becomes passive marketing as well. 

Community Involvement. Involvement in your community will do amazing things for your 

sales. My very first event was a “Trash or Treasure” sale held at the National Guard armory. I was 

a young manager at small regional restaurant chain and as a part of sales building, we were each 

required to do one community involvement event a quarter. Local businesses got together to 

raise money for heart disease research. Since we already had a reputation for helping fund raise 

we were approached by the event organizers. The event cost us nothing as we donated proceeds 

after expenses and gained us exposure to folks that had never tried our food or even heard of us.  

Community involvement helped increase one of my restaurants 40% over the previous year. I got 

the staff involved in fund raising at every school in town, getting our name and product in front 

of as many people as possible. We did school fall festivals with games using our food as prizes. 

We gave away tons of coupons, logo items (cups, t-shirts, key rings) and food samples. We 

helped raise money for Pee Wee football teams, held car washes and spent every weekend doing 

something in the community.  

One manufacturing plant was on the verge of a shutdown and the employees were trying to buy 

the plant and keep it opened. (This was well before the modern Kickstarter and GoFundMe 

programs) We sent food to the negotiating teams several times and ended up on TV showing 

support for the “little guy” as we fed both sides.   

 

Get involved in your community by:  

• Setting up fund raisers for schools and civic organizations  

• Donate a percentage of your profits to a worthwhile charity on a monthly or quarterly 

basis.  

• Vend at school functions, PTO meetings, sporting events and anything that will put 

your name in front of people.  
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• Offer coupons and freebies while raising money for charities.  

• Find out what is happening in your community and get involved even if it is not a 

selling opportunity. 

One thing I want to stress about school functions or vending at kids sporting events. In days 

gone by the concession stands were sources of income for the school or the league paying for 

uniforms, insurance, trips, and equipment. The concession stands were operated by parent 

volunteers or certain clubs from the school with mixed results on profits and even sales. Many 

modern parents would rather write a check to get out of having to help at their own children’s 

events. That is one reason why the concession stands go empty now a days.  

As a vendor you present an 

opportunity to allow parents to 

enjoy the games without feeling 

bad about not volunteering as well as 

helping to raise money for the school. 

I strongly suggest you donate a 

portion of your profits to the 

organization and have that donation 

promise included on all printed 

material the school or league 

produces. Also, if the park or stadium 

uses announcers for the games ask for reminder announcements to visit the concession stand 

calling out your business name and including the promised donation. The announcement should 

be given between quarters or halves and every other inning for baseball, as well as the beginning 

and ending of the games.  

Charities. Many successful food business have one or more charities they donate to each month 

or quarter. This is another way to get your name into the community while helping to improve 

some aspect of your area. Make presenting that check an event the local media must cover.  

Catering. As a licensed food vendor, you can offer private catering for the schools’ teams before 

games or for awards banquets. Offering private catering opens your menu to more than your 

usual foods. Your cart or trailer is effectively a mobile kitchen and depending on the onboard 

equipment your menu is only limited by your cooking ability and imagination.  

Plant seeds at the beginning of the school year with the coaches and athletic directors by inviting 

them to lunch at your business or taking some of your hot delicious food to them. Let them 

know you are there to help them.  
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Apps. There are an ever-expanding groups of food truck/cart related apps. They help with social 

media posting, posting current locations, push notifications, and getting bookings for events and 

catering. In smaller cities they can be effective in getting your name in front of potential catering 

clients with little to no competition. Again weigh the costs carefully.  

Other apps to consider are delivery services such as DoorDash, PostMates, Grub Hub, Waitr, 

and others. Each service has varying policies as to whether they will accept a mobile vendor. 

Those rules also vary from location to location. As they expand into new cities, they are more 

flexible with their acceptance than once they are established. The benefit to delivery is you are 

less susceptible to weather closures. Including the logos from the delivery services on your 

marketing material will open additional revue streams. As you pass out flyers to business 

encouraging their employees to eat at your cart also note your ability to cater a full office lunch or 

to cater employee/customer appreciation days.  

A bit of caution with delivery and catering apps. Understand the charges and fees to both 

you and your guests. Often the recommendation is to raise your rates by the percentage the 

delivery company will charge your business. For example, Grubhub recommends just adding 30% 

to your online delivery menu to cover their fee to you. Well... it doesn't. Mathematically you 

would need to add nearly 43% to your menu to achieve the EXACT same level of profit. Do the 

math on what that increase does to the fees Grubhub gets. Sneaky devils. 

Website. Many food vendors only web presence is Facebook. While Facebook is a “must do” as 

far as business promotion, it is NOT the only way. Facebook (and all other social media 

platforms) own all your content and if they decide to ban your business page because you 

supported a controversial politician or took an unpopular business stance all your marketing 

presence there disappears.  

Hacking businesses on Facebook is another common problem often leading to the business 

being forced to start a new page and building their followers all over again. When you build your 

own website, you control the content and can’t be booted off because you upset someone.  

Your website should obviously state your location schedule, your hours of operation, any 

upcoming specials, or new locations. Don’t forget your phone number and email. If you 

offer third party delivery or online ordering, it should be very prominent on your home page. 

Include extra services like catering or delivery. Posting lots of photos of your menu and food is 

a given, but you would be surprised how many vendors forget to list menu prices or worse have 

an outdated menu. Your website should reflect your brand via the writing style, font and colors 

used. Think of it as an extension of your food vehicle and all themes should match.  

Allow reviews on your website as well as comments. Post blogs or recipes of your popular 

items. Ask for opinions on new products, posting a poll link on social media that directs users 
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back to your web site to vote on the new product. Use apps and widgets that connect social 

media posts to your website. This will keep the front page of your website active and fresh for 

frequent visitors.  

Here some best practice tips to assist you: 

Post often include announcements (explaining seasonal or special menu items), videos 

demonstrating recipe prep, or even awesome cleaning tips. Blogs entries make great social media 

posts when they contain pertinent information or activities your business is involved in.  

Rather than just posting photos of your menu, post your menu as words (with pictures of your 

food) on your website menu page. Photos are not “readable” by search engines. If the search 

engines can’t read it, they can’t tell searchers you sell the product they are looking for. 

Sharing is caring. Your site should have buttons making it quite easy for your visitors to share 

your content on their social media. This will gain your business exposure and new guests. A 

shared menu is as good as a personal recommendation.  

Keep the conversation going. Periodically ask friends and staff to use their social media to 

share your website. Ask your loyal guests to share your website or offer them a space on your site 

to blog about your food, service, truck design or community involvement. 

Yawn…Metadata When you are building or adding to your website make sure to fill in all tags, 

file names, image names, and Search Engine Optimization (SEO) descriptions. The more 

opportunities you have for providing content to your site (whether users can see it on the page or 

not), the more opportunities you have to be found. 

Key your Truck. I mean use keywords. Make your keywords more powerful by using them more 

often within the content of your site. If you are highlighting your delicious Specially Named 

Hamburger, then make sure the page title, image name, image alt tag, heading, and content 

should all use the same keyword of Specially Named Hamburger. Search engines will recognize 

that your food truck ranks high when it comes to Specially Named Hamburgers. 

 

Branding 

Branding is different than marketing. Brand is who you are as a business, your ethics, and your 

moral compass. Branding attempts to create loyalty via emotional connections to the company. 

Marketing is product/service driven. McDonalds, for example, has two distinct ad types. One is 

product related (conveying information or pricing) the other is brand related (attempting to create 

an emotional response, “warm and fuzzy” if you will).  
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Remember the ads showing breakfast 

all day? People sitting around a table 

at 2 pm enjoying breakfast foods, 

conversing about how glad they are 

now that they don’t have to miss out 

on delicious breakfast foods because 

of a crazy work schedule. This ad 

markets McDonalds breakfast 

notifying guests about a change in 

menu.  

Branding ads are more subtle. 

Take the ad a few years ago starring a 

teenager with Downs Syndrome. 

That ad followed the youngster around preforming his duties and smiling as he passes out a bag 

of food. No mention of food or specials, just a warm and fuzzy feeling for the viewer associated 

with the brand McDonalds. 

Building a brand is more than just a logo and color scheme. It is everything you have read to this 

point. It is the expectation your returning guest has when purchasing your product. It is the 

bragging a satisfied guest does when describing your hot dog stand and your service. It is the 

reputation and character of you and your operation. Wear a uniform, have a clean organized set 

up, sell delicious food at the best serving temperature. Set up the same way every day, be proud 

of what you sell. Do not allow mediocre to be your standard. No one brags about average. You 

set the tone for your business. Smile, be courteous, be fast, sell only hot food hot and cold food 

cold. Be positively memorable. 

Develop a mission statement. You are going to see this recommendation frequently, that is 

how important a mission statement is to your business. Every great brand first began with a story, 

a reason for joining the industry. Subway didn't become the largest chain by number of units by 

just opening their doors selling a few subs. They took time to develop their story, mission, and 

core values - which comes through in each location. When you walk into a Subway you have a 

reasonable expectation of food quality, how you will be treated and served. As well as the “look” 

of the place and the “feel”.  

Start your brand development today with these questions:  

• Who are you? Both as a person in the vending business and the business itself. 

• What are you doing? As in food type, service style, event, or daily setups. 

• Why are you doing it?  
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• What are you hoping to accomplish? Think beyond turning a profit. Think your 

community. 

• How are you going to accomplish that goal? This will play into your business plan so keep 

good notes. 

The answers give you the foundations of your brand by defining your beliefs, purpose, and 

values. 

The thing that makes you different from the competition, also known by marketing types as your 

unique selling point (USP) is important and will most likely use one or more of the answers to 

the questions above.  

Your mission statement or value proposition must be the foundation of your overall operations 

Your guests will build their loyalty to your business based on those foundations and the 

consistent delivery of your mission. Your mission statement must be definitive (no wiggle room 

allowed) and show your business’s unique perspective. A mission statement doesn't have to 

eloquent like the Declaration of Independence or as long as the Constitution. However, it must 

have meaning to you. Even one to two concisely worded sentences will get your point across, 

creating something to rally behind keeping you on the straight and narrow during the hard times. 

Think about your customers when drafting your mission. How does your business serve them, 

and why are you serving them? Why are you choosing to serve this type of food in this style? 

What is your promise to your customers, and why should they care? Your goals, and how they’ll 

affect your customers, are also typically included in mission statements. 

Position your brand in the market. You already know your “why” (if you have been doing 

your assignments) it’s time to move onto your “what” and "where." This determines how your 

brand is different from all the other food trucks and carts, and where it falls in your customers’ 

minds. (This is most important for the daily grind vendor rather than the impulse buy dependent 

event vendor)  

Positioning yourself in the market allows you to be able to communicate your value with your 

prospective guests effectively. The four main points to decide on here are: 

• Price 

• Product 

• Promotion 

• Place 
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Another key aspect of brand positioning is determining where your brand fits in your local 

market. You're focusing your menu and concept and how well both will resonate with guests in 

your area.   

You can help determine your brand's market fit by focusing on your business’s strengths, 

weaknesses, opportunities, and competition. (More on this in the “The Dreaded Business Plan” 

lesson. Look beyond your own experience for insights: Ask people about your concept strengths 

and who the best competition is in your area. Your potential guests are a great way to determine 

if your brand will succeed because they're the ones who will be coming to your business over 

other spots. 

Develop your brand voice. Next up, it’s time to start thinking about the “how." This is where 

your brand develops a “voice”. Basically, this is how you will communicate with the public. 

Communication is a vital part of what makes your brand unique, showcasing your brand’s 

personality, how you speak, act, and interact with prospective, new, and existing guests.  

Start by describing your brand as if it is a person with three 

words (i.e. Spicy, Adventurous, Trustworthy) and then elaborate 

on each until you develop the “personality” of your brand. 

Effectively you are creating an avatar for your brand. Develop 

your brand avatar so that you know what type of “person” 

your brand is and what their personality is like. With that in 

mind you will be able to easily figure out how they would speak 

(via all guest interactions and marketing) to the rest of the 

world. 

Your brand's avatar personality will help determine the overall 

look of your brand aesthetic. For example, if your brand's 

personality is bold and exciting then your logo colors must be 

consistent with those feelings. 

Vendors should incorporate the brand personality into their 

menu. Menu descriptions should sound as if your avatar is doing 

the talking. Don’t be afraid to use jokes or puns if they fit your 

brand personality.  

Develop the look and feel of your brand. A huge part of what makes your brand is the way it 

looks. You want a brand that stands out and is memorable. Remember that the way your brand 

looks is the first thing to catch your potential customers' eyes, even before they read what you’ve 

got to sell. 
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Your brand “look” is much more than just your logo and business cards. The brand should be 

apparent in your signage, menus, the wrap on the truck and on the walls your guests can see as 

they peer into your kitchen area. Create a “mood board” of logos, colors, designs and other 

aesthetic elements you like. Compare this with the personality guidelines you’ve already put 

together is a great foundation to bring to a graphic designer or to use as inspiration if you’re 

doing it yourself. 

Add a BRAND section to your Marketing Manual. Just as important as always serving great 

food and providing quality service is being consistent with your brand. Every interaction your 

guests have with your business is an opportunity to strengthen and emphasize your brand as you 

build a relationship with them. 

Whether it be online (on social media, your website, or paid advertising) or offline (such as 

menus, signs, flyers, or uniforms) the way your brand looks, talks, and acts must be consistent. As 

you can’t control how or where your guests first come in contact with your brand you want to 

ensure your guests experience creates a memorable connection to your business. 

One of the best ways to maintain brand consistency is by creating a brand section in your 

marketing manual. Again, a Marketing Manual is a set of plans, calendars, activities, and rules that 

explain your specific brand elements like voice, tone, colors, and position as well as layout 

specific campaigns to increase sales or increase brand awareness. The purpose of a Marketing 

Manual is to align your entire team on the marketing and branding of your business.  

Some things to include in the brand section of your Marketing Manual:  

• Fonts or typefaces you use on your menu, logo, and designs. 

• Photos (with watermark) and designs that are acceptable to use in your promotional 

materials. 

• Dos and Don’ts when talking to media, an explanation on how to talk about your business 

both in an advertising sense and a handling an emergency or crisis. (i.e. How would you 

respond if your featured brand of meat were recalled and a reporter wants to interview 

you.)   

 

It's important to remember that your brand will evolve and change with the times. Branding (and 

marketing) is not a one and done deal any more than expecting a guest to only eat your food for 

the rest of their life. Think of branding as a relationship between your business and your guests. 

Just like any relationship dedication and work is required.   
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Your brand is only as strong as its weakest component and impacts your ability to build a 

relationship with your customers. It is what makes up a positively memorable experience that 

attracts guests and builds loyalty. 

Optics. Often vendors do things out of necessity or fatigue, rationalizing the action is justified 

because XYZ just happened. For example, putting coolers directly on the ground. The 2013 FDA 

code (which most states model for their own codes) says the following: 

3-305.11 Food Storage.  
(A) Except as specified in ¶¶ (B) and (C) of this section, FOOD shall be protected from contamination by storing the 
FOOD: (1) In a clean, dry location;  

(2) Where it is not exposed to splash, dust, or other contamination; and  

(3) At least 15 cm (6 inches) above the floor.  
 
(B) FOOD in packages and working containers may be stored less than 15 cm (6 inches) above the floor on case lot 
handling EQUIPMENT as specified under § 4-204.122.  
 

The highlighted areas are key. Now include the fact that ants and other bugs will crawl into any 

and everything. Do you really think setting coolers on the ground is a good idea?  

Visually it screams “I don’t care about sanitation.” or “Hey I like bending over a lot.” You might 

as well upcharge for the ants that will be all over the chips and that will make their way into the 

coolers.  

You are going to have enough challenges with flying insects, why add to your problems? Even if 

this is a Saturday setup and no chance of health department inspection, your standards and 

ethics must be higher. 

After you are setup take a critical walk around your trailer and see what your guests see. Before 

you close down for the day take another critical walk around to see what you may have missed or 

what your guests did to mess up your sanitation. 

Coolers on the ground or hand wash sink clutter still gets noticed and leaves subtle negative 

impressions. These types of issues may never be called out in a review but in the back of your 

guests mind they realize something is amiss and this uneasy feeling will influence their next 

decision whether to eat somewhere other than with you. The question is: how many subliminal 

negative impressions your business can survive? 

Subliminal marketing. Along the lines of subliminal marketing there are some things you can 

do to advertise your business in a more subtle manner. Such as using your logo on all photos and 

videos posted to your social media.  

Cooking onions or bacon on site. This creates those aromas that make most folks hungry even if 

they have just finished eating. Cook in small amounts so that (1) your food is fresh and (2) the 
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aromas are wafting around the entire time you are open. If you use a griddle or grill create smoke 

and aroma using wood chips or liquid smoke.  

Consider your music carefully. Just because you love hard rock many guests won’t. Play music 

that makes sense for your area and is conducive to eating. There are several free environmental 

tracks that provide ambiance that you could mix in subtle background sounds like sizzle or soda 

cans being popped open. Research shows these sounds attract folks to food vendors even with 

unfamiliar menu items. Mix in the cooking aromas and you will be unstoppable.  

If you don’t think this type of marketing could work take a walk around any of Disney’s theme 

parks and pay attention to the sounds and smells. Not everything you hear, or smell is real, much 

of the ambiance is part of a soundtrack designed for that part of the park. Disney also has many 

automatic spritzers filled with smells appropriate to the environment they are trying to replicate.  

Do you need more proof?  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CgAu-

LuSkkM&list=PLCv6T8QWRwjnY5Rso_WZ_NMXJOopnPXLw&index=11  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GHRGYNYNQqM&list=PLCv6T8QWRwjnY5Rso_WZ_

NMXJOopnPXLw&index=30  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oPbBH8mX7v8&list=PLCv6T8QWRwjnY5Rso_WZ_NM

XJOopnPXLw&index=36  

Use Restaurant/Street Vendor Related Hashtags. If you’re at an event or location that’s 

designated by a hashtag, make sure to use it as well as these popular hashtags: 

#restaurant     #food     #foodporn  
#foodie     #instafood     #dinner  
#cafe      #chef     #delicious  
#foodlover     #yummy     #instagood  
#foodtruck    #lunch    #bbq 
#foodtruckcatering   #catering    #foodtruckfriday  
#foodstagram    #love     #foodblogger  
#restaurant    #foodgasm     #eat  
#party     #tasty     #streetfood 
Add hashtags to your photos as the first comment under the caption. Too many hashtags in the 

caption clutters it up. Using the first comment still allows the post to be indexed without making 

it so hard to read. For more ideas go to: https://best-hashtags.com/ 
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Marketing Prompts for your Marketing Manual 

Often when coming up with a starting point for even one marketing campaign you may be left 

with a blank page. Or you try one idea that fails to produce any new guests. Frustration at little to 

no results leads to a complete marketing melt down. Either owners jump off the deep end 

throwing tons of cash at the dwindling sales problem or just stopping all marketing efforts in 

hopes of saving their way to profitability. Marketing is not something you do when you have the 

money. Marketing is a must pay expense just like purchasing food to sell. Without food you 

have nothing to sell to your guests. Without marketing your guests don’t remember or know 

you exist.  

I have a list of small easy starting points for 50+ different marketing campaigns, LTO (limited 

time offers) promotions or points of difference between you and the other food truckers. Each is 

specifically used in the food industry and are especially effective for street food vendors. Starting 

with a strategy Dave Thomas (of Wendy’s fame) preached.  

Get ready to Party! Dave Thomas is well known as the founder of Wendy’s Old-Fashioned 

Hamburgers. Before he founded Wendy’s, he bought a run down, financially failing 

Kentucky Fried Chicken franchise of nine units. Obviously, the previous owners and 

management had chased away guests and the units had a bad reputation in their community to 

overcome.  

First thing Dave Thomas did was market, right? NO. Marketing is an invitation to your guest 

inviting them to visit your business. Do you invite people over to your house for a party 

without cleaning? When preparing for a party or just a planned visit from out-of-town relatives, 

you spend time cleaning the kitchen, the bathrooms, cutting the grass and perhaps cleaning things 

that hadn’t been cleaned since the last visit.  

First thing Dave did was clean, fix, paint and replace. If it didn’t move it was cleaned. If cleaning 

was not possible it was painted. If it was broken it was fixed. If repair was not possible it was 

replaced. That process also applied to the management and staff. In food service you will need 

the right people in the right place at the right time. The staff members did not meet those 

expectations where replaced.  

Any marketing program is useless if your business is not ready to impress. Take a critical look at 

your truck, how you handle guests and how efficient your operation performs. Inviting 1000 

people an hour to visit your truck is a waste of money if you can only handle 60. You will chase 

away more than you impress. Likewise, if you invite that same 1000 and all they see is a 

disorganized, dirty truck how many do you think will return? 
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Stealing your competitors marketing dollars. That’s right. Stick your hand in their 

marketing budget and make it work for you.  

I worked for a Burger King franchise whose owner was a marketing genius. One of his best 

marketing policies was to accept ALL competitors’ coupons. If McDonalds ran a coupon for a 

buy one get one Quarter Pounder, we took it and applied that discount to our menu items. That 

small actions does two things: one it takes a competitor’s coupon out of the guests’ hands, and 

two, delights your guests with a superior product at the marketing expense of your 

competitor.  

I suggest taking this one step further by trading your competition’s punch card loyalty program 

for one of your delicious products. Your competitor has spent money to design, print and 

distribute those loyalty cards. Your goal is to remove that temptation to visit another food truck 

from your guests.  

Simply add a line on your menu stating you will trade your guest’s punch card for a free item. 

(you decide what is cost effective for you and a deal your guests can’t refuse) Require as a part 

of the trade that the guest must sign up for YOUR own electronic loyalty system. Now 

your guests have a reason to frequent you and one less reason to cheat on you with some other 

vendor. Using a loyalty app stops your competitors from stealing your punch cards.  

Pay attention to the man behind the curtain. Going to work in your food truck may not 

seem interesting. Cutting onions, prepping lettuce, assembling salads, par cooking potatoes 

all seem mundane. However, to the general public many of those tasks contain an ‘ah-ha’ 

moment. Likewise, a new recipe, food item or staff member all deserve a moment in the sun. 

Use your social media to show off those new additions as well as the little tasks you do on a 

daily basis. Photos of the new food with a beautifully written mouth-watering description or a 

short bio with a candid shot of your new cook at work will help connect with your guests. Plus, 

anytime you feature a new staffer or even a guest eating your food you will extend your social 

media reach into their circle of friends and family.  

Making your waste pay for itself. Food waste in the US is estimated to be over 400              

MILLION dollars a year. Much of that food ends up in landfills. Over the years my 

businesses have wasted more food than I care to admit. From burnt food, to time expired, 

to over prepped, to mis-made it all ended up in the waste bin to be counted at the end of the shift 

and then sadly discarded.  

Today restaurants and street vendors have many options to help ease the pain of waste. There are 

food banks in most all cities now that will accept safe and edible food waste to feed homeless and 
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hungry folks. Those services will provide receipts for your ‘donation’ and those receipts will have 

an impact on reducing your business taxes.  

Tax savings obviously won’t help today’s cash flow, but there is at least one service that will help 

with over prepped meals. https://foodforall.com/ is a service that allows restaurants to list any 

food they have over prepped for the day and sell it at a 50% discount from the menu list price. 

The guest gets a heavily discounted meal and you have reduced your waste without having to 

donate it. Win-win.  

I’ll bet you are thinking “how is this a marketing promotion?” Simple, through your social media, 

post how your business is helping with feeding the hungry. Contact media outlets and get 

yourself booked for interviews on homeless/hunger plight in your area. Wear logo items to on air 

interviews and make sure your bio includes your business name. Promotions are just as much 

about creating an emotional connection to your brand and business as it is selling products. 

Did you feed the dogs? Because of the very nature of mobile vending we tend to see more 

animals than a restaurant. Why not partner with a local, gourmet doggie treat business? 

These treats tend to be more wholesome for the dogs and are quite trendy at the moment.  

Set up a cross promotional program with your local doggie treat business where you pass out 

their treats to your pet toting guests PLUS some coupon encouraging your guests to visit the 

pet treat business.  

The treat business would also have your coupons to pass out to their customers. You can 

provide a display featuring your human menu with photos of your guests and their pets for the 

treat store.  

You would have signage on your truck and website stating something like: “Proudly feeding our 

pet friends with treats provided by Cindy’s Gourmet Dog Treats on Main Street” Simply ask 

owners (that have brought their pet) if a treat for their pet is allowed and pass out the pet snacks 

with whatever promotional material the treat business provided.  

Don’t forget a watering station, too! 

Encourage pet photo posts on social media and request tags for both you and the pet treat 

business.  

As far as cost, each business should provide their own marketing materials and the pet treats 

could be traded for feeding the staff on a regular basis. Trade retail sales value for retail sales 

value. 
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Have you had your dopamine today? Dopamine is the chemical your brain releases when 

you experience pleasure or reward-learning process. Why not create dopamine junkies from 

your guests. People subconsciously seek notoriety and validation, so why not give it to them 

on social media, by making them famous for a day on your business pages? 

Encourage your guests to post photos of your delicious foods, of course, tagging you. 

Consider using clever hashtags like #(businessname) foodporn and pick a winner once a 

week/month for a free meal. Praise them for their fine choice in dining as well as their 

photography skills. The winner’s photo can be your pinned post on your business page.  

Give a lemon to a baby? Most parents with a slightly twisted sense of humor have at some 

point given their small child a slice of lemon just to see that surprised, disgusted look of 

cheek tweaking sour induced terror. What? Only me? 

Use the power of hot & spicy sauces to create a tasting challenge for your more daring 

guests. Have them video and post that first bite of your hot creation to complete the challenge. 

Reward them with free drinks for a limited time with other purchases.  

As with all social media posts make sure you are tagged, as well as sharing the videos. The goal is 

one of the reactions to be so over the top funny that the video goes viral. Use Facebook live, 

Twitter or other short video platforms. Link everything to your website and social media.  

Share Granny’s secret sauce. Every celebrity chef has three things in common. 1. They 

own at least one restaurant. 2. They are on TV way too much. (think Bobby Flay or Gordon 

Ramsey) and 3. They have written at least one recipe book.  

Aren’t they afraid sharing a recipe will allow someone to steal their food empire? That would be 

NO. IF they aren’t afraid you shouldn’t be either.  

Post your favorite recipes on your social media. Encourage folks to try them at home and 

comment how they changed up your recipe. You might get another winning recipe, as well as 

keep your business in the top of your follower’s minds when they want to eat rather than cook.  

Collect enough recipes, add photos of your creations, and publish your own cookbook. Using 

Amazon to publish your book is easy and costs you nothing up front.  

Of course, you have to do all the writing and layout work yourself, but when a book is sold 

you get royalties less the printing cost. Best of all you can buy the book yourself at cost (one copy 

at a time up to 100) and sell them on your truck, use them as a promotional give away or use as a 

backdrop when you do interviews or demonstrations. Which brings us to… 
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Video demonstrations. Every recipe you put on social media should have a demo video to 

go along with it. You don’t have to show your face. Just keep the camera on the food and 

equipment. Videos get top priority on all social media platforms and those posts with 

videos get much more engagement than either print or text only posts.  

Don’t limit yourself to recipe videos, show every part of your business. Some of the most 

memorable commercials a restaurant puts out have nothing to do with food. Those videos may 

follow a crew person as they go about taking and filling an order. Helping an elderly person place 

an order. Walking food out to a car in the rain. These videos show the human side of your 

business and make memorable emotional connections. 

These two stats demonstrate how important video is to your success: 

Viewers retain 95% of a message when they watch it in a video, compared to 10% when 

reading it in text. (Insivia) 

72% of customers would rather learn about a product or service by way of video. 

(HubSpot)  

Google your success. No, I don’t mean research, I mean get on Google Business and 

Google Maps. Go to https://www.google.com/business/ and make sure all the 

location, hours of operation, contact info, ordering, catering, delivery, etc. information 

is there for your guests to find you. Likewise, with Google Maps make sure the information is 

there, correct and updated.  

One vendor in Texas took over a spot from a failed vendor. He didn’t update the information 

on Google Maps. When a hungry guest used Google and saw a food truck was nearby, they 

headed out only to be disappointed. The new vendor sold shaved ice while the old vendor sold 

tacos. I am sure you can see the problem. Don’t let it happen to you! 

Embrace your locals. I mean local ingredients. Use local meats, produce and bakeries 

as much as possible. Support your local businesses and encourage them to cross 

promote your business as well.  

Local businesses often have a rich history within your community. Many of your guests will know 

that history and appreciate your contribution to keeping that history alive.  

Local ingredients command premium prices. Be proud of your community and brag about 

local business contributions to your menu. Research indicates customers are more willing to 

purchase local as well as responsibly sourced and sustainable products. Look for ways to make 

your guests aware of your ingredient sourcing policies.  
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Show off your local pride. Especially on social media share local events and comment 

on those events. Invite local celebrities to eat and get photos. Encourage your guests to 

take photos of themselves consuming your food in front of local landmarks. Get 

involved in parades, fireworks, and other small local celebrations. Have a community page on 

your website with events, landmarks, cooking competitions, your local supplies, etc. 

You don’t always have to sell food. Be there to pass out coupons and other promotional logo 

items. Some events are strictly networking and planting seeds for future sales.  

Become a part of the Chamber of Commerce, join civic groups, support schools with fund 

raising events. Be a proud part of your community.  

I like NAPs! Sorry not the sleep in the middle of a rainy-day kind. I am taking about 

Name, Address, Phone number.  

The more Google finds your NAP information the higher it will show your business in 

the search results. Which in turn translates into new eyes seeing your business and hopefully they 

head out to eat your food.  

From business cards to website to social media your NAP information should be identical. I 

know, I know, you are a mobile food vendor and every day is a different location. The key is 

consistency across every advertising medium. Something like: 

Bill’s Best Burgers 
Serving Niceville-Fort Walton 

Follow us on Facebook for today’s location. 
850-123-4567 

 
The key is to use the EXACT same format and wording on all your social media, website, and 

printed material. Make it easy on the search engines to index your information. If you change up 

even one word, to the search engines it will appear as completely different information and your 

business loses out on ranking. (position on the results pages) 

https://www.yext.com/ has a free tool allowing you to see all the instances of your information 

found on the internet.   

Be Interactive with Your Customers in person too. I always talk about being 

interactive on social media. Don't miss opportunities to be interactive when your guests 

are standing in or contemplating what to order. It can be as simple as having a monitor 

flash trivia questions while your guests are waiting.  

Ever hear "I don't know what I want." Have a wheel of fortune set up with popular menu items 

and let your guest spin to determine their meal. Let them draw from a deck of cards to determine 
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their drink. Put a shot glass in a clear 5-gallon jug and challenge guests to land a quarter in the 

shot glass for a discount. Donate those proceeds to a local charity.  

Mobile food means you need a Mobile-Ready website. Over 70% of people 

searching for food do it from their smart phone. It is critical your website translates 

well to phones and tablets. Double check how it looks on different size screens. Ease 

of navigation and reading could be the difference in getting an order or being swiped away.  

Really talk to your guests. Of course, you talk to your guests, right? How else do you 

get the order? After hours of taking orders every time you say, "May I help you?" it 

sounds automatic, robotic, and fake. Or worse disinterested!  

Take time to notice something about the guest as they approach your order taking area. A sincere, 

specific compliment followed by an enthusiastic offer to take the order will be remembered. That 

memory encourages more repeat visits.  

I promise your slow point is not the order taking process it is in the kitchen. Spend the time 

necessary to create a memorable first impression during the order taking process. Say things 

(sincerely and enthusiastically) like: 

• "I love your hair color!" 

• "I like that band, too!" 

• "Love those earrings!" 

If you know their name USE IT. If you don't know their name learn it. Follow your salutation 

with a unique offer to take the order: 

"Would you like to try a quarter pound burger today?" 

"You look like a foot-long hot dog kind of person I know you'll love my chili?"  

Or anything else you want to sell. These questions alert the guest it is time to order and helps 

narrow down their choices. If they want what you offer - great! If not, you have eliminated at 

least one product they know they don't want. 

The key is sincere enthusiasm. 

SMS List (use sparingly) If you have an older demographic of guests they’re not as 

attached to the internet as your average millennial, however they are quite familiar with 

text messaging/SMS. They are the ones that developed and used it well before 

Facebook or Twitter.  

Offer an incentive to join your contact list, such as a free dessert or drink with other purchase. 

Then weekly give this group an "insiders special" available only to that group (for tracking 

purposes).  
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Having a particularly slow day? Hit your contact list with a "Today only" or a "60-minute special" 

to drive much needed sales. 

Delivery Partners Work (sort of) Online delivery companies are here to stay, so you 

should make it work for you. Uber Eats alone covers over 70% of the United States 

and there are more to choose from like Postmates, Grubhub, Waitr, DoorDash, etc.  

They charge you various rates sometimes upwards of 30% to 40% percent of the ticket total. It is 

recommended you increase your prices for the menu they display on their websites. Please do the 

math! Increasing your prices 30% DOES NOT cover their fee.  

What??? Take a $10 ticket. UberEATS will charge you 30% leaving you with $7. So, you increase 

your price on their website to $13. All is good right? Nope you would still only get $9.10. You 

need to increase your prices 42.8% to get your original $10 price back into your bank account.  

Just keep the costs in mind if you go down this road. Larger cities where delivery is successful 

you will need to use these services to compete. Remember every delivery order is one less person 

in line.  

Make Sure Your Menu Is Easy to Read from every distance and every place your 

menu exists. Can it be read easily on a smart phone? Can the tenth person in line read 

your prices? How about the 20th?  

Ever wonder why drive thru lanes have two or more menu boards? It is to allow those cars that 

can't see the main order taking board to read the menu while they wait. Those are referred to as 

"pre-sell" boards.  

If you always have a line 5 to 10 people deep put an "A" frame menu out away from your truck. 

This will let the people farther back have a chance to see what you sell. Make this menu 

EXACTLY like the main one on your truck otherwise your guests will reread the main one 

thinking it has more or different items.  

Answer every review even the bad ones. It is not fun reading about your own poor 

performance but it is a must do in your business. Even a trivial or potentially fake 

complaint requires your attention and response. Use a professional and friendly tone 

while addressing specifics. A major complaint (like alleged food poisoning) should be answered 

offline. Simply make an apology and offer the guest to come discuss the issue in person. You will 

need details especially if the complaint is brought to the attention of your health department. 

(Remember the Partners section?) 

Professional responses show you care about your business. Every complaint is a guest begging 

you to get better at your business so they will WANT to return and spend more money. 
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Pictures are worth a thousand words (or 

dollars). Pictures sell an expensive menu item 

much better than just text with a price tag. 

Mouth-watering images attract guest's eyes to what 

should be your most profitable menu item.  

The most commented menu photo I've ever used 

showed a hand holding a Philly Cheese Steak. The 

comments were "whose hand is that" or "your sandwich 

looks just like the picture". Either way I knew they 

noticed the photo and I sold a ton of Cheese Steaks.  

Pictures of your food (not stock photos) focus your guests on a few items. This streamlines the 

order taking process and helps put more money in your till. 

Keep them Loyal. If you have not gotten the hint from everywhere else, I have 

mentioned it USE A LOYALTY PROGRAM. Guests on loyalty programs are known 

to have higher instances of repeat visits and that means more money for you! Of 

course, using a POS based loyalty system is the easiest to track for both you and your guests, 

BUT if you are just starting out and money is tight use the old fashioned but proven punch card 

system. Old school is better than no school.  

Making Yelp Work. At some point someone will make a Yelp page for your business. 

It might as well be you. Once you have a page encourage your guests to leave reviews.  

You should monitor your Yelp page daily, essentially it is your business’ blood pressure 

and as noted before RESPOND to reviews. According to Yelp a half-star rating difference 

translates in 27% more business. Personally, I find that impossible to quantify. But should the 

exact same menu from 2 different vendors have a half star difference I would go with the higher 

rating first. So, ratings do matter. 

As a side note here do not let Yelp bully you into spending money to advertise on their site. They 

are known to have an overly aggressive sales team and there are several complaints about 

advertising and broken promises by Yelp. As always RESEARCH before you SPEND money.  

Be Involved in Your Community. I cannot stress how much this helps. I've talked 

about it in every book I have written. Get your name out there by helping fund raise, 

sponsoring a team, holding a car wash, have a team or club day and donate a portion of 

the profits. Get your name in front of as many people as possible. Every event you participate in 

make sure you are giving away coupons to everyone. Invite them to your business with discounts. 

Have a tip jar for a charity. Make donations even small ones help someone.  
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Then Blow Your Own Horn. Press releases for local newspaper, radio and bloggers 

will help you get some free publicity in the local media. No reason to be shy, let people 

know about your good deeds.  

Post on your social media, link to those charities’ social media. Your community needs to know 

you are more than just a business seeking customers. The only way they will know is if you tell 

them. 

Creating a standing in your community will also help you when (if) some loser brick and mortar 

restaurant owner proposes mobile food vendor restrictions. If you are strongly tied to a 

worthwhile charity or organization any restrictions on you also hurts the charity.  

Fishbowls and Business Cards. Yes, this is an old restaurant promotion I can 

remember doing it in the 80s, 90s, 00s, and 10s. Some ideas are just too easy and useful 

to abandon. Offer guests the chance to win a free meal for two if they drop their 

business card in the bowl. Draw the winner once a week.  

Once a month change it up and offer a small office party catering for the winner.  

The key is to use the information on those cards to create email lists and phone lists. Seek 

permission before adding them to automated email or SMS programs. You will also see where 

your guests are coming from and that knowledge allows you to market in a target area more 

efficiently. 

EDDM??? Every Door Direct Mail. This program almost qualifies as a "secret". 

Basically, this program delivers advertisements to every mailbox within a certain postal 

route. Using the business card information from above if you see several cards coming 

from the same area you could target only that route with menus and coupons.  

This is highly effective for a small neighborhood business like a food vendor. You could add 

details such as your location schedule or catering abilities. 

There are many companies that do the design, print and postage for as little as 13¢ each piece. If 

you set up in front of the same business, partner with them for a joint mailer helping reduce the 

overall cost to you. 

For more information https://www.usps.com/business/every-door-direct-mail.htm  

Just Ask for reviews! I have mentioned this before but it deserves its own section. If 

you need online reviews, or if you want to know what guests really think ask for 

feedback in the form of reviews. 

Make it a procedure as a part of your parting phase to ask for a review. Say something along the 

lines of: 
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"Here is your burger and fries. Thank you for stopping by today and don't forget to tell us what 

you think on Yelp (Facebook, website etc.). I'll see you tomorrow!" 

Lots of good reviews help bury the occasional bad review so hand your guests a shovel and ask 

for reviews. 

SEO and Reviews. Did you know Google ranks you higher if you have more reviews, 

even if some of them are bad reviews? Every request for a review is you seeking 

feedback to improve your business and your guests experience. The added bonus to 

this activity is your presence on Google and review sites will be boosted significantly. 

Meaning more new guests will see your business when searching online and that means more 

cash in your till. 

Think INSIDE the Box when it comes to Menu design. Pick your menu item that 

has the highest gross profit. When you list that item on your menu, put a simple box 

around it (if you are not using photos). Featured items and profitable items always sell 

better when they are promoted. Even a subtle promotion like a box around the listing 

draws the eye and helps make the decision to purchase. 

Join Your Chamber of Commerce. This one is all about becoming a part of your 

own community. You can network with local businesses perhaps gaining an office 

catering job or two. You should also be able to get a link on their website which will 

help your own website SEO.  

Another important benefit is taking away the stigma of street vending not being real stable 

businesses. Street vendors are often thought of as “here today gone tomorrow” or amateur, 

pretend businesses. Joining Chambers or other business centric civic groups helps to change this 

perception.  

Play with Your Food! (Prices) Everybody loves eating good food but being reminded 

of the price is a negative. So, get rid of dollar signs on your menu. 

Also don't align the prices along one edge. Place the price (without ‘$’) directly after the 

name of the item. This will stop scanning the menu seeking the cheapest item to order. 

If you vend at daily locations and also do special events have different pricing structures for each 

venue. Selling a $3.00 plain hot dog on the street may be profitable but at the county fair with a 

$1,000 vendor fee upping your price is good business. 

Spend Quality Time with Your Guests.  You will have slow times with only one 

guest in line. Take time to get to know names, work, favorite foods. Ask questions 

and remember the answers when that guest comes in the future.  
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Guests will follow trucks around cities if the food is good but they will literally chase a truck 

owner when that owner spends time getting to really know their guests. 

Go Old School. If your target demographic is older, they are more likely to read the 

local newspaper or other physical publications than their phone. Ads in those old 

school publications are still good promotional ideas. Pay attention to costs and 

redemption rates comparing the expense of the ad with the sales associated with the 

redeemed coupons. 

Expose the man behind the curtain. The general public is full of curious folks who 

would love to see how your mobile kitchen operates. 

Create videos showing a popular menu item, maybe showing a sauce recipe being made 

and applied to a sandwich. Then post on social media.  

Set up a cooking class for a Scout troop using your truck or trailer. Take lots of photos and 

videos. Ask the families to tag you when they post on their own social media. Help scouts get 

various cooking or community badges.  

Get involved with a vocational-technology school teach the next generation of food truckers. 

Each of these is an opportunity to blow your own horn to the press in your town. 

Keep Up with Local Events and Holidays. Every community has themed events or 

special days, such as founding anniversaries, or celebrations for winning school teams. 

So, go the extra mile for these days and theme your truck or trailer with decorations 

and special themed deals. Guests will love to see the lengths you’ve gone to support the 

community. 

Food brings people together and every celebration is centered around a meal. The idea is to get 

your food associated with those special occasions so that your business becomes inseparable 

from the celebration.  

Offer Shareable Meals. There’s nothing worse than food envy, right? Don’t let your 

guests suffer! Add platters or other shareable meals to your menu. Big enough for a 

couple or family of four. We sold a "beach picnic" meal with hot dogs, chips and drinks 

with extra waters packed in a cheap sand bucket with plastic shovel. The sheer delight 

of the kids seeing the pack and the parent's "thank you" for great value feeding the family made 

this one of our favorite combo meals to prepare.  

TMM - Top of Mind Marketing. Keeping your brand ‘top of mind’ means knowing 

that if your guest was to think "time to eat", you’d be on their short list. Social media is 
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a way to tap your customers on the shoulder once or twice a week to remind them who you are. 

Keep it simple, something like an Instagram pic of a new dish, a Tweet of a guest comment, a 

Facebook photo of a guest taking a bite of your food – definitely don’t make it a hard sell. 

Top of Mind Marketing means the subtle reminders of your food and service creating a mental 

connection to your business without discounts, coupons, or hard sell. 

Guest Recovery. From the simple to fix "I asked for extra pickles" to the complex 

multiple items are wrong complaints, your only job is to make it right to the guest’s 

satisfaction ASAP. 

DO NOT make excuses. Remember LAST. Listen - Apologize - Satisfy - Thank.  

LISTEN to the complaint without interruption. APOLOGIZE for the inconvenience of the 

error, SATISFY the guest, and then THANK them for bringing the issue to your attention. 

If your first instinct is to blame the guest or your staff and dismiss their complaint as fake, trivial, 

or inconsequential (even if it is true) then PLEASE save yourself a ton of money and heartache 

by finding a business better suited to your skills and personality. 

Make the Decision for Them. We’ve all been there – 

reading the menu and still having no idea what to order. 

Help your guests by recommending a popular item when 

they look confused. Be clever and title an item "I don't 

know" and when they say that phrase say, "good choice would you 

like that Cajun or Blackened". The startled guest will either go with 

your "I don't know" item or focus on what they do want to order. 

Help the boyfriend or husband out when the lady says, “I am not 

that hungry” and upsize their meal to a something a little more shareable. 

Ask Your guests to vote back a retired item. This is a fun little promotion to engage 

your guests on social media. Look at your old menus and sales mix reports looking for 

the popular items you used to sell. Create a poll post it social media. Schedule reminder 

posts and of course, ask all your guests to check out the poll when they place an order 

at your truck. Remind them to vote and above all share the poll. You want new eyes seeing your 

food.  

Bribe Your Guests (to Check In) Having your customers check in on social media is 

great exposure. Put a line on your menu saying that you give weekly prizes for people 

who check in on social media. Then weekly pick a couple of guests who have checked 

in, notify them on social media with their free dessert or other food prize.  
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Look (Outdoors) Before You Post. Is it raining? Cold? Hot? Snowing? Post 

something relevant to the weather. If you offer delivery remind folks on rainy days you 

do have that option. Cold today? Post a warming bowl of chili or coffee. Need to beat 

the heat? Remind your guests how cold your drinks are. These type of posts are TMM 

and should be light on sales banter and just fun.  

Suggestively Sell Your ingredients. It is a simple concept but often ignored. Which 

of these would you buy? 

“Cheeseburger” or “Hand patted freshly ground Black Angus Sirloin Steak Burger 

topped with melted Natural Cheddar Cheese.” 

Spend the time writing mouthwatering descriptions of your items. Let your menu do the selling 

for you. Remember, many of your guests first exposure to your business will be online. Your 

personality must show in the text associated with your menu. 

Surprise Your Loyal Guests. If you notice a guest that’s starting to become a regular, 

why not let them know you appreciate the repeat business? Introduce yourself and 

offer a drink or dessert on the house. Then hand them a BOGO (buy one get one) card 

and ask them to invite a friend to lunch. The card will allow your guest to take 

someone to lunch (at no additional cost) giving you the chance to wow another guest. Perhaps 

creating a second loyal guest. 

Make Your Food the Centerpiece of Your Website and your Social Media. I 

know you spent tons of money on your truck or trailer BUT your guests are hungry 

and want to buy FOOD. Your avatar on social media should be your logo and your 

background should be FOOD. Your website should obviously be about a food truck 

with lots of food photos. Only show your truck or trailer so your guests can easily recognize 

your business out on the street. Show off your truck on your own personal social media but on 

your business page show mostly food and feature your guests.  

Your Truck or Trailer is a Moving Billboard. How does your truck look when in 

motion? Can your potential guests see contact info so they can find you when you 

reach your location? Phone number and Social Media in a legible font are a must.  

Of course, your truck or trailer must be clean and shiny. Part of your off-time maintenance 

should include a car wash. Road dirt and debris will turn off potential guests as you drive around 

town. 

Fads & Trends. Trends are a fickle thing, but it’s important to keep up with food and 

food service-related fads. Things like paleo, keto, low carb, and even plant-based 

burgers are current trends that may stick around for years or disappear next week. Best 
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thing is to keep on top of the fads & trends by staying up to date with food blogs and restaurant 

news. Besides food trends, packaging is getting lots of attention. Bio-degradable containers, 

sugar-based containers, bamboo forks & spoons are becoming a trademark of eco-conscious 

guests. Renewable and sustainable are buzz words that many guests are wanting to see in the 

businesses they support. Many cities are banning common containers like Styrofoam, so staying 

on top of trends is smart business. 

Challenge Your Guests. We have all seen the "eat a ridiculously spicy or huge item in 

10 minutes" challenges where beating the challenge gets the winner a photo on the 

“wall of fame” of your website, maybe a tee shirt and a free meal or two. These are just 

fun and can lead to lots of social media interactions from both winners’ and losers’ 

followers. Challenge a local politician or celebrity to complete challenge and benefit from the 

exposure. 

Offer Samples to Passersby. If you have one or two popular items that always score 

with your guests, have an employee offering bite-sized samples to passersby during 

down times. Samples paired with a discount for that product often see an immediate 

purchase. Down time is marketing time. Make it happen. 

Surprise a Business in Your Community. If you vend, even in a small-town, chances 

are you are surrounded by businesses that are literally made up of dozens if not 

hundreds of potential guests. Once a week stop into a local business with a platter of 

some of your specialties with flyers for breakrooms and discount cards. It’ll be such a 

nice surprise for the workers that I am sure you’ll get some new guests out of it. 

Pick a radio station and feed the DJs. Often, they will mention your food and business on air. 

You could parlay this introduction to your food into an ongoing in-trade relationship of food for 

airtime. 

Offer Exclusive Deals. Everybody wants to feel special. Why not offer exclusive deals 

to different groups of people? Twitter followers or Instagram fans. Simply post on 

those social media and offer the discount. Offer nearby businesses discounts when they 

show up in uniform or show an employee badge.  

Update Your Wrap. If your wrap or paint job is looking tired, that reflects on your 

food and service. It’s easy for a customer to assume that if your wrap is old and faded 

so is your food. Remember your truck is a moving billboard, it has to reflect your high 

standards. 
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INVITATION TO SUCCESS 

Create Combos. No, combos aren’t just for fast food joints. Combos create value for 

your guests, increase average tickets and best of all increase your profitability. 

Your goal as a businessperson is to create a profit. Your goal as a restaurateur is to 

satisfy your guests with delicious food, stellar service and VALUE that is what make folks come 

back. Those return guests create your profitability.  

Over-Deliver, Always. Whether it’s more quantity, quality, or attention, always 

endeavor to give your guests just a little bit more than they were expecting. If you are 

doing a catering over a vegetarian dish even if one wasn’t requested or include kid 

friendly foods.  

 

Sample Marketing Plan 

Your marketing plan should fit the financial needs of your business. Some vendors never need to 

actively market as their business is exactly where they want it, today. That is the key word 

“today”, no one could have predicted all the issues 2020 presented in the summer of 2019. Sitting 

on your hands and hoping for the best simply won’t cut it as a business owner. You do food prep 

every day to handle the sales you expect. Likewise you will also need to do marketing “prep” to 

create the business you dreamed of owning.  

Each guest you serve has a “lifetime value” to your business. If they visit once a month regularly 

and your average check is $12.00 they are worth $144.00 to your business a year. So your 

marketing goal to them is to increase frequency. Marketing plans need to address these two 

facets. Invite new folks, increase frequency of existing guest visits. 

Your marketing plan should include daily weekly, monthly and quarterly activities. Each activity 

must work towards either inviting new guests or encouraging more visits from existing folks.  
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INVITATION TO SUCCESS 

Daily: 

• Post location and serving time on social media (do this before any food prep or shopping) 

• Follow up on all new comments posted since your last login time. 

• Before leaving social media schedule a post with a daily feature and/or discount to post prior to opening 

time.  

• Check review sites for new reviews. 

• Verify all POP (point of purchase) materials are in good condition and posted correctly. (flags, menus, 

banners, wrap, etc.) 

• If slow points occur during service - post on social media, then get out of the truck and wave to passersby 

and sign spin. Sitting and whining about how slow thing are WILL NOT bring more business. 

• After closing for the day, login to social media and check for comments, review and RESPOND. 

 

Weekly: 

• Visit or revisit large business, offices and employers in your serving area. Drop off flyers, coupons, 

discount cards, etc.  

• Surprise drop off food at radio station, spend a few minutes with sales manager. 

 

Monthly: 

• Attend local Chamber of Commerce meeting, Networking groups, and charity group supported by your 

business. 

• Determine your next month’s specials, coupons, and other marketing events. Schedule in large sales 

events like fairs and festivals and any catering. Always Plan Ahead 

• Email previous catering clients offering deals on next catering event.  

• Email large businesses and offices to promote customer appreciation days or employee appreciation days. 

• Contact schools and civic organizations for potential fund raising or catering.  

 

Quarterly: 

• Prepare for one community event or fund-raising activity. 

 

Ongoing: 

• Guest recovery – Have a procedure to handle complaints and recover a guest that may not want to return. 

• BOLO for new/better locations 

• Check out competition, you can’t be better unless you know how they operate. 
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INVITATION TO SUCCESS 

Let’s Talk Money 

Money for marketing is often what ever is left over at the end of the month for small operators. 

That is not good. Marketing is an investment in your business just like that trailer or truck you 

bought. The best practice is to set a percentage budget and set that money aside in its own account 

for all your marketing activities. Start at a minimum of 3% of your sales. Put that money in an 

account and when you have enough set aside USE IT.  

As a comparison chain restaurants may charge their franchisees 7% or more percent for marketing 

ON TOP of royalty fees.  

Marketing budgets pay for printed material you will post in offices, break rooms, etc. It pays for 

social media ad buys. It pays for the samples you offer folks. That budget pays for new flags, fixing 

or adding a wrap, your business cards, and well you get the idea.  

ROI or return on investment applies to marketing as well. MROI is figured as the increase in sales 

compared to the cost of the marketing investment. If your average weekly sales are $10,000 and 

you do a marketing ad on Facebook costing $50 your goal is to see a MINIMUM increase in average 

weekly sales to $10,300. Think of it this way. You spent $50 dollars to bring in $300. That leaves 

$250 subject to your normal expenses. From a marketing perspective the MROI is 500%.  

Your truck was already getting $10,000 so the marketing effort added $300 in sales. Remove the 

cost of the marketing ($50) and you are left with a $250 increase. Divide that by the amount spent 

and hit the “%” key on your calculator to turn that into a percent. (250/50 = 500%) 

For me, an increase is an increase but smaller percentages could just be a fluke in sales that you 

would have gotten anyway without spending money. The bigger the jump in sales the more likely 

it is your marketing efforts.  

Sometimes marketing is not as cut and dried as a sales increase sometimes marketing only increases 

page “Likes”, website visits or just more engagement on your social media. Each of these 

“increases” help get your business more exposure and will lead to small sales growth.   

New trucks that have little or no sales history must plan on a marketing budget and must market 

aggressively. Purchasing a truck and taking a “build it and they will come” attitude is simply a recipe 

for failure.   
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INVITATION TO SUCCESS 

HOMEWORK: 

 Get your business set up on all the social media platforms that make sense for your 

business and your demographics.  

 Set up your posting schedule. 

 Start posting ASAP and keep posting (even the off season) 

 Write your Marketing Manual and continue to develop and refine it as your business 

grows.  

 Make Marketing a daily priority. Write several post ahead of time ready to copy and 

paste on the fly. Set aside time to Market both passively and actively.  

 Write your marketing plan. Then work your marketing plan.  

 Set your marketing budget. Put that money aside daily. Spend it marketing ONLY 

 

 

If you have questions or need help give me a call. Follow this link to my schedule and 

see when I am next available. The first hour is free! 

https://calendly.com/bill_moore/hour-consultation 
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INVITATION TO SUCCESS 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

• Includes 250-page Textbook. 

• 80-page printable workbook 

• Business Plan Word & Excel template designed for 
food trucks.  

• PLUS spread sheets for Food Cost, Recipe Planning, 
Sales Tracking, HACCP Plan, Used Trailer inspection 
and more.  

• Contract templates for Catering, Restroom permission, 
Space Lease, Commissary Agreement. 

 

Bonus - 8 hours of  virtual coaching with me.  

Together creating profit from opening day. 

limited spots 

 

let’s get to work! 
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